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MEMBER OF

THE WORLD’S TOP
PROJECT CARGO SPECIALISTS
Project Cargo Network (PCN) is
an organisation established to
provide a networking platform
for the world’s top project cargo
specialists.
Together with their fellow PCN
overseas offices, Europe Cargo
can handle the transportation
of oversized and heavy items
or shipments that consist of
complex components that must be
disassembled, shipped and then reassembled.
Europe Cargo can offer project
cargo management for engineering,
procurement and construction
companies servicing energy, mining,
chemical, petrochemical, pipeline,
infrastructure and other sectors.
These highly specialist shipments
require individual transport planning
from origin to destination.

The current world trend for green
energy and the substantial investment
in clean energy technology is
providing a rapid increase in business
opportunities for project cargo
specialists who have the required
capabilities in the supply chain
management of oversize plant and
equipment, i.e. wind turbines.
Because most PCN Member offices
are managed by privately-owned
independent companies, they can focus
100% on providing a personal service
that is tailored to client’s needs.
Some multinational transport
companies are restricted by inflexible
policies and procedures.
Europe Cargo and their fellow PCN
Members can accommodate specific
requests and make immediate decisions
and recommendations on each
individual shipment.

EUROPE CARGO

BY WORKING IN CLOSE
CO-OPERATION WITH
THEIR FELLOW
PCN MEMBERS,
EUROPE CARGO
PROVIDE FIRST CLASS
LOCAL SERVICE
ON A TRULY
INTERNATIONAL SCALE.

+ OVERSEAS PARTNERS

Europe Cargo
offer clients the personal local
service and flexibility that only a
privately-owned forwarder can,
providing comprehensive logistics
solutions through local people who
have an in-depth understanding of
their market.
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HEAVY LIFT & PROJECT CARGO SPECIALIST

QUESTION: WHY USE

EUROPE CARGO ?
ANSWER:
S.H.I.P.

SPEED, HANDLING,
INFORMATION, &
PURCHASING POWER

SPEED

Europe Cargo has a staff of dedicated professionals that understand the practical,
operational and engineering aspects of heavy transport, heavy lift and project cargo
and manage the accurate and timely submission of client’s official documentation.

HANDLING

Europe Cargo understand that part of their responsibility is to fully support client’s
through all procedures. If a problem does arise, Europe Cargo can draw upon their
extensive experience in order to obtain a favourable solution.

INFORMATION

Due to the changing times, many countries have adopted more comprehensive
procedures with regards to regulating commodities that are accepted at their ports,
including how they must be shipped and what sort of documentation must accompany
them. Europe Cargo ensures that clients are kept up to date with requirements and
procedures in order to avoid timely and potentially costly mistakes.

PURCHASING POWER

Europe Cargo understands that cost is an important factor for their clients. Due to
established relations with carriers, Europe Cargo are able to offer exceptionally
competitive rates to many destinations across the globe.

COMPLEX TRANSPORT
SOLUTIONS

SERVICES
INCLUDE:

Site Survey, Feasibility Studies,
Full & Part Charter Parties,
Multimodal Transport, Specialist
Equipment Transport, Freight
Negotiations, Documentation

SHIPMENTS
INCLUDE:
Generators, Turbines,
Reactors, Boilers,
Towers, Casting, Heaters,
Presses, Locomotives,
Boats

PROJECTS
COME FROM:
Oil & Gas,
Pulp & Paper,
Automotive, Construction,
Power & Energy,
Aid Cargo

WWW.EUROPECARGO.BE
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CONTACT

Please complete the Quote form on the PCN website:
www.projectcargonetwork.com

Alternatively, please contact
EUROPE CARGO directly:
Europe Cargo BVBA
Cadixstraat 21-23,
B-2000 Antwerp
Belgium
Tel: +32 (3) 231 56 11
Fax: +32 (3) 212 17 63
ec@europecargo.be
www.europecargo.be

HEAD OFFICE
Liss Business Centre, Station Road,
Liss, Hampshire, GU33 7AW.
United Kingdom
Tel: + 44 2392 425204
Fax: + 44 2392 356281
headoffice@projectcargonetwork.com

WWW.PROJECTCARGONETWORK.COM
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